
 “May the grace of the Lord Jesus Christ, and 
the love of God, and the fellowship of the Holy 

Spirit be with you all.”  2 Corinthians 13:14 

Aloha! Welcome to my kitchen filled with aroma 
and taste, but most of all God’s love and grace!                    
On the menu today:   SPAM Musubi! 

There’s nothing as distinctively Hawaiian as Spam 
Musubi. What’s a Spam Musubi? At its most basic 
you have just three ingredients: Spam, rice and 
nori (or seaweed). In it’s simplest form, it’s a 
piece of fried Spam, packed between a rectangular 
shaped wedge of rice and bundled in a wrapping 
of dried seaweed. And it definitely has to be a 
Spam brand of luncheon meat. Otherwise, it just 
logically wouldn’t be a Spam musubi.  

Some people like to liven up their Spam Musubi                
by marinating their Spam in teriyaki sauce before 
frying it. This is how Jeff and I eat it. Others add a 
piece of scrambled egg between the Spam and 
rice. While others add Furikake (a Japanese                    
condiment) to the rice.  

Spam Musubi is exclusive to Islands and a lady 
from Hawaii invented it. Local residents regularly 
eat them in significant amounts. You can find 
them at many convenience stores as well as in 
many establishments serving local-style plate 
lunches. They capitalize on the fact that Hawaii 
has the highest per capita consumption of Spam in 
the world. The Hormel Company, which manu-
factures Spam, must really love the State of              
Hawaii for this. 

According to reports, the inventor of Spam 
Musubi was a Mrs. Mitsuko Kaneshiro. She first 
made it for her children. But then she started              
selling them out of a local drug store in Honolulu 
during the 1980s to make some money. Spam 
Musubi really took off after that and the rest is     
culinary history. There is just something about this 

interesting trio that keeps you going back for more. 
Jeff and I eat it for lunch whenever we are on a              
Hawaiian beach. It is amazing how three of the                       
simplest ingredients can be so satisfying.  

The number three has some obvious significant to 
it. For example, You’ve heard the saying “Third 
time is a charm.” We have the past-the present-                    
the future, The Three Amigos.; The Three                           
Musketeers, The Three Blind Mice, The Three 
Stooges, The Three Little Pigs, and The Three                 
Little Kittens.  According to Jewish law, once 
something is done three times it is considered a                
permanent thing.  

You and I live in a three-dimensional world. All 
physical objects have a certain height, width, and 
depth. One person can look like someone else, or 
behave like someone else, or even sound like some-
one else. But a person cannot actually be the same 
as another person. They are distinct individuals.  

The Holy Trinity is Christianity’s most distinctive,             
defining, unfathomable, and awesome mystery.                   
It is the revelation of who our Almighty Creator  
actually is-not just a god, but an immeasurable                 
Being existing in eternity as three co-equal, infinite 
Persons, three in one, yet separate. The origin of the 
doctrine of the Trinity is the Bible, although the 
word Trinity is not used in the Bible.  

God, lives without the limitations of a three-
dimensional universe. He is spirit. And He is                      
indescribably more complex than we are. 

I don’t think it is possible for us to understand                     
the concept of the Trinity from an intellectual                      
perspective. This knowledge must be revealed to us 
through God’s Holy Word and the power of the   
Holy Spirit. But from the very beginning we see 
God as a Trinity. In the book of Genesis, the first 
book in the Bible, God says, "Let Us make man 
in Our image…male and female He created 
them." You see here a mixture of plural and                         
singular pronouns. What a marvelous mystery!  

In 1774 a man named Ignaz Franz wrote a hymn of 
praise to the Trinity: "Holy Father, Holy Son, Holy 
Spirit, Three we name you; While in essence only 
One, undivided God we claim you. Then, adoring, 
bend the knee, and confess the mystery." 

Certainly it is a mystery, and with all the saints           
we bend the knee in worship before 
our great God-Father, Son, and  
Holy Spirit. Amen! 

 In His Grace, Lynda 

 

 



Lynda’s Recipe for Spam Musubi! 
 

 

 

 

 

Ingredients: Makes 4 Spam Musubi 

4 slices Spam Classic – sliced 3/8 inch 

3 ounces sticky white rice (1 part rice to 1.5 parts water) 

Teriyaki Sauce of your choice (you can use soy or whatever condiment you want really) 

1 whole sheet nori (seaweed sheets) 

 

 

 

 

 

Instructions: 

In large skillet, cook sliced Spam until lightly browned and crisp. Drizzle with grill 
sauce or cooking sauce. 

Place rice into musubi press or line inside of empty Spam can with plastic wrap and 
place rice in can. Press rice down firmly. 

Place sliced Spam on rice in press or in can. Press down firmly. Optional: top with              
remaining rice; press down. 

Remove Spam and rice from musubi press or can. 

On work surface, cut seaweed to desired width. 

Lay seaweed sheet shiny-side-down; top with pressed Spam and rice. Wrap seaweed 
sheet around pressed Spam and rice. Serve immediately. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Bon Appétit! 


